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The FCL mode has the potential to relax the requirement on
other components and provide added functionality in DC grid
protection. The operation time of the FCL mode depends on
the energy dissipation capability of the surge arresters [6]. FCL
operation to minimize the DC fault impact on the healthy subgrid or control recharging in a non-selective protection strategy
is demonstrated in [7] and [8], respectively. However, the degrees of freedom in breaker design and control, and their impact on the transients associated with the FCL operation has not
yet been addressed in the literature. Understanding the characteristics of the FCL operation is crucial to achieve interoperability between various technologies in a multivendor environment. In this paper, we first investigate the transients during
the FCL operation and the impact of design and control parameters. Thereafter, possible applications in a fully selective
strategy supporting multivendor interoperability are discussed
and demonstrated using simulations.

Abstract
Fast DC breakers are essential components to realise future
high voltage DC grids. Recent development in the industry
shows great feasibility in achieving such DC breakers using
various technologies. In particular, hybrid DC breakers with
modular design have the potential to operate in fault current
limiting (FCL) mode, which can provide added functionalities
in DC grid protection. However, the degrees of freedom in
breaker design and control, and their impact on the transients
associated with the FCL operation has not yet been addressed
in the literature. Understanding the characteristics of the FCL
operation is crucial to achieve interoperability between various
technologies in a multivendor environment. This paper investigates the impact of design and control parameters on the transients during the FCL operation. Possible applications of the
FCL operation in DC grid protection are discussed and demonstrated in a four-terminal test system.
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FCL operation of a hybrid DC breaker

The hybrid DC breaker proposed in [5] consists of a load current carrying branch and a parallel main breaker branch. The
former is formed by a ultra fast disconnector (UFD) in series
with a load commutation switch (LCS), and the latter is composed of several submodules consisting of strings of IGBTs in
parallel with individual arrester banks which limit the maximum voltage across each submodule. The FCL operation can
be achieved by inserting part of the available arresters which
create a counter-voltage limiting the current to a desired level.

Introduction

The DC grid protection system for meshed HVDC grids is
a key component to enhance security of supply in the future
power systems with ever increasing penetration of renewable
energy [1, 2]. Conventional AC protection technologies cannot
fulfil the requirements for DC grid protection due to the fundamental difference in the fault currents. In recent years, various
DC grid protection philosophies have been proposed. Three
main protection philosophies are identified for DC grid protection, namely, (1) non-selective de-energising the whole DC gird
by AC breakers, converters with fault current blocking capability, or converter DC breakers, (2) partially selective splitting the
DC grid into sub-grids using DC breakers or DC/DC converters, (3) fully selective protecting each component individually
using DC breakers [3]. DC breakers are essential to achieve
partially or fully selective protection for future DC grids.

As an example, a hybrid DC breaker (Fig. 1) rated at 320 kV
is implemented in PSCAD. The UFD is modelled as an ideal
switch with a 2 ms delay. The commutation time from the LCS
to the main breaker is 250 µs [5]. The per unit UI characteristic
of the surge arresters is approximated from [9]. The clamping
voltage is chosen equal to 1.5 times the submodule nominal
voltage.

Recently, several DC breaker concepts for high voltage applications are proposed and prototyped, using one of the following
principles: active resonance, hybrid and solid-state [4]. Among
these technologies, the hybrid DC breakers combine the advantages of mechanical and semiconductor switches, thus can
achieve both low on-state loss and fast fault current interruption. The modular design of the power electronic submodules
provide an additional fault current limiting (FCL) mode which
can control the fault current to a desired level [5].

Fig. 1: Modular Hybrid DC Breaker
Energy balancing between the surge arresters is achieved by
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modulating the insertion of the submodules at a fixed frequency
(fm ) based on sorting the dissipated energies [6]. The sorting algorithm selects the surge arresters with the lowest energy to be
inserted first. A simplified control diagram for the FCL operation is shown in Fig. 2. Upon receiving a fault detection signal
(Fault det), the LCS is switched off and the current is commutated to the main breaker branch. The FCL mode is triggered
when the UFD is opened (UFD OFF) and the breaker current
(Ibr ) is larger than a threshold value (e.g. Ilim > 1.5 pu). Proportional control of the breaker current is used to maintain the
breaker current to the reference (Iref ).

control parameters on the dynamics of the FCL operation is
analysed in the following section.
2.1

The submodule number determines the minimum voltage step
during the FCL operation. For the same rated voltage, the larger
the submodule number, the smaller the voltage step. Assuming the basic building block of the main breaker submodule is
4.5 kV press pack IGBT, a 80 kV submodule is composed of
four IGBT stacks, two stacks for each direction. Each stack
is composed of 20 series connected IGBTs [5]. The smallest
submodule can be built by one single IGBT for each direction,
resulting a 2 kV submodule with a voltage step of 3 kV. Fig. 4
compares the breaker terminal voltages with NSM = 4, 10, and
20 (80, 32, and 16 kV/submodule). Small submodule design is
more advantageous in reducing the voltage transients and current ripples introduced by switching actions during the FCL operation. The total energy dissipated in the submodules (Etotal )
decreases slightly as NSM increases.
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Fig. 2: Control diagram for FCL operation.
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Fig. 3: FCL operation (tUFD = 2 ms, fm = 5 kHz, L = 100 mH,
NSM = 4).
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Fig. 4: Impact of the submodule number on the FCL operation
(tUFD = 2 ms, fm = 5 kHz, L = 100 mH).

The FCL operation is tested in a simple circuit consisting of a
320 kV ideal DC voltage source connected to the hybrid DC
breaker and a resistive load. The pre-fault current is 1,875 kA
and the reference current is twice the pre-fault current. The
submodule number NSM is 4. A solid fault is applied at 0 ms.
The fault detection is emulated with a fixed 0.4 ms delay and
the trip signal is set to be 10 ms after fault detection to demonstrate the FCL operation.

2.2

Impact of the UFD Opening time

The UFD opening time tUFD mainly influences the peak current
and the total dissipated energy. Simulation results with tUFD
of 1 ms, 1.5 ms and 2 ms are compared in Fig. 5. The faster
the UFD opens, the smaller the peak current. A smaller peak
current implies less energy stored in the inductor and therefore
less total dissipated energy in the surge arresters.

The fault current increases to 10.3 kA before it is effectively
limited since the FCL mode can only be activated after opening
the UFD (Fig. 3). Upon triggering the FCL operation, all four
submodules are inserted as the fault current largely exceeds the
reference current. When the fault current is effectively limited
to the reference current, a stepwise voltage is observed at the
breaker terminal as the inserted submodule number varies between 2 and 3 to maintain the current level. Each voltage step
is approximately 120 kV, which is the clamping voltage of the
surge arrester of one submodule. The impact of the design and

2.3

Impact of the modulating frequency

Fig. 6 shows how the modulating frequency (fm ) influences
the energy balancing between the submodules and the dynamics of the voltage and current. A modulating frequency of
2 kHz maintains the energy band between the submodules with
a maximum spread (∆Emax ) of 5.86%. Increasing the modulating frequency to 5 kHz and 10 kHz reduces the maximum
spread to 4.68% and 2.69%, respectively. Moreover, a lower
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Fig. 5: Impact of the UFD Opening time on the FCL operation
( fm = 5 kHz, L = 100 mH, NSM = 4).

Fig. 7: Impact of the inductor size on the FCL operation (tUFD
= 2 ms, fm = 5 kHz, NSM = 4).

modulating frequency causes larger current ripples and hence
larger voltage transients seen at the breaker terminal.

ever, the total dissipated energy is determined by the breaker
power and the overall inserted duration which is influenced by
both the reference current and the prospective fault current.
This is demonstrated with two artificially created prospective
currents by varying the fault resistance, as shown in Fig. 8. In
the case of a high prospective fault current, Ipros1 ≈ 25 kA in
steady-state, the higher the reference current the higher the total
dissipated energy. However, for a low prospective fault current,
Ipros1 ≈ 11 kA, the dissipated energy does not monotonously
increase as the reference current increases. The reason is that
when the prospective fault current is low, the overall inserted
duration is short for a large reference current (e.g. Iref = 5 pu),
which results in low dissipated energies.
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Fig. 6: Impact of the modulating frequency on the FCL operation (tUFD = 2 ms, L = 100 mH, NSM = 4).
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Impact of the series inductor size
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The inductor size dictates the rate-of-rise and the peak value of
the fault current, which determines the breaking current and total dissipated energy requirement for the FCL operation. Small
inductor results in a high rate-of-rise of the current, large peak
current and dissipated energy. Additionally, the smaller the inductor, the larger the current ripple and voltage transients seen
at the breaker terminal. Therefore a large inductor is preferable
in practical applications.
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Fig. 8: Impact of the reference current and prospective current
on the FCL operation (tUFD = 2 ms, fm = 5 kHz, NSM =
4, FCL operation extended to 20 ms.
2.6

Summary

The fault current increases to high values before it can be effectively limited to a desired level due to the opening delay of
the UFD. The faster the UFD opens, the smaller the peak current and consequently the smaller the total energy dissipated
in the arresters. The voltage at the breaker terminal varies in a

Impact of the reference current level

The power dissipated in the surge arresters depends on the
breaker voltage and the current through the breaker (Ibr ). How3

Table 1: Converter and grid parameters

step-wise manner due to inserting and bypassing submodules to
limit the fault current. Smaller submodule design is beneficial
to mitigate the voltage transients. Moreover, the modulating
frequency and the inductor size have an impact on the overall
performance of the FCL operation. Low modulating frequency
or small inductor size are not advised to operate in the FCL
mode due to the voltage transients.

3

Rated power
DC voltage
AC grid voltage
AC converter voltage
Transformer uk
Arm capacitance Carm
Arm inductance Larm
Arm resistance Rarm
Converter DC smoothing reactor

FCL operation in DC grid protection

Application of the FCL operation in partially and non-selective
strategies is demonstrated in [7] and [8]. This section further
investigates possible applications of the FCL operation within
selective protection strategies.

1265
± 320
400
333
0.18
22
42
0.6244
10

[MVA]
[kV]
[kV]
[kV]
pu
[µF ]
[mH]
[Ohm]
[mH]

between 2, 5, 10 and 20 ms. B31 has a fixed opening time of
2 ms. Once the fault is detected, the adjacent breakers B12 ,
B14 and BC1 are operated in FCL mode. The reference current
for FCL mode is 1.5 pu at the nominal DC current. The opening time of the UFD is 2 ms and the modulating frequency is
10 kHz. B13 is opened upon receiving a fault discrimination
signal. Once the currents are smaller than 1 pu, B12 , B14 and
B1C are set back to normal operation mode. Three series inductor values, 30 mH, 50 mH and 100 mH are considered in the
study.

In a selective protection strategy, the FCL operation of hybrid
DC breakers can reduce the required ratings of other breakers
in the DC grid. Two scenarios are investigated here, (1) reducing the required breaker ratings using FCL operation of the
adjacent breakers located at the same busbar, and (2) reducing
the required breaker ratings located at the line ends using FCL
operation of breakers at the converter terminals.
The two scenarios are clarified using a four-terminal test system
given in Fig. 9. Using B13 as an example, the requirements on
B13 can be reduced if B12 , B14 and BC1 are operated in FCL
mode for faults on Cable L13 . If all converter DC breakers (BC1
to BC4 ) operate in FCL mode, the total fault current seen by the
line breakers can be limited when their operation time exceeds
that of the converter DC breakers.
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The FCL operation of the adjacent breakers at the same busbar
and the converter DC breakers are simulated in the test system
for demonstration. These cases are compared to reference cases
without FCL operation. The converter ratings and parameters
are given in Table 1. The converter model and controls are
adapted from [10] to rated power of 1265 MVA. The converter
internal protection and setting are chosen according to [10].
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Fig. 10: Case 1: Breaking current of B13 of the positive pole
(Base: without FCL operation, Ilim: with FCl operation, fault location f1 ).
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Fig. 11: Case 1: Breaker energy in relation to breaker opening
time (L = 100 mH, fault location f1 ).
3.1

Case 1: FCL operation of the adjacent breakers at
the same busbar

As shown in Fig. 10, without FCL operation of the adjacent
breakers, the breaking current of B13 increases as the opening
time of B13 increases or the inductor decreases. By operating
the adjacent breakers in FCL mode, the fault current in B13
is maintained at a constant level after about 4 ms regardless
the inductor values. Therefore, the required breaking current
capability for breakers with tbr > 5 ms can be maintained at the

A pole-to-pole fault is applied at the cable terminal on cable
L13 (f1 ). The DC fault is detected using under voltage criterion
and discrimination is emulated using a fixed 0.4 ms delay [11].
The focus is to analyse the breaking current and energy requirement on B13 , of which the breaker opening time (tbr ) is varied
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Blocking of the converters is avoided in all cases with FCl operation. Without FCL operation, multiple converters are blocked
for tbr = 20 ms and L = 100 mH, and all converters are blocked
for L = 30 mH.
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Fig. 13: Case 2: Breaking current of B13 of the positive pole
with and without FCL operation of the converter DC
breakers.

Fig. 10 to Fig. 12 suggest that the required breaking current capability can be largely reduced for slow breakers without significantly increasing the total cost on energy dissipating equipment. In other words, a low performance breaker (slow, low
breaking current and energy capability type) can operate together with adjacent breakers equipped with FCL capability in
a fully selective strategy. As shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, the
energy dissipated in B13 increases as tbr or L increases without
FCL operation. This energy remains below 7 MJ for all cases
with FCL operation. Moreover, the total energy dissipated in
B13 and the adjacent breakers, Etot.Ilim has similar levels as the
energy dissipated in B13 without FCL operation. This suggests
that the total dissipated energy during fault current interruption
is approximately evenly distributed over all breakers connected
to the busbar with FCL operation.
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Fig. 14: Case 2: Fault current contribution from cables and
converters with FCL operation of the converter DC
breakers, L = 100 mH, tbr = 20 ms (fault location f1 ).

Case 2: FCL operation of the converter DC breakers
FCL mode (Fig. 15). The dissipated energy in the converter
DC breakers increases as tbr of the line breakers increases, and
shows relatively low sensitivity to the inductor size.

In this case, all converter DC breakers are of the hybrid type
with FCL capability, and all line breakers are without FCL capability. Fault detection and parameters for FCL operation are
the same as in case 1. The FCL mode of the converter DC
breakers is started/stopped solely based on local fault detection. The opening time of B13 and B31 is varied between 2, 5,
10 and 20 ms. Pole-to-pole faults on two fault locations f1 and
f2 (worst case for B13 and B31 respectively) are simulated.

The total dissipated energy Etot is evaluated as the energy dissipated in all breakers operated during the DC fault. The total energy dissipated with FCL operation Etot.Ilim is larger than
that without FCL operation Etot.Base . This difference is significant for small inductor and long breaker opening time. The
maximum difference occurs in the case where tbr = 20 ms and
L = 30 mH, the total dissipated energy with FCL operation is
48 MJ, which is more than twice compared to the reference case
(19 MJ, Fig. 16). However, from the overall system design perspective, the total required energy dissipating capability of the
whole DC grid is expected to be reduced by operating the converter DC breakers in FCL mode. Because the required energy
capability of all line breakers can be reduced to the same level
as B13 or B31 (Fig. 15 and Fig. 17), and the required energy
capability of all converter DC breakers for FCL operation is
relatively small. For instance, for L = 100 mH and tbr = 20 ms,
the required energy capability of B13 and B31 is reduced from
31.7 MJ and 26.2 MJ to 0.8 MJ and 3 MJ, resulting in total reduction of 54 MJ. But the energy required on all converter DC
breakers for FCL operation is only 46 MJ and 41 MJ for f1 and
f2 , respectively.

Similar to case 1, FCL operation of the converter DC breakers
reduces the breaking current of B13 when tbr > 5 ms for the
line breakers (Fig. 13). The fault currents in B13 cannot be
maintained at a constant level within the time frame of 20 ms,
since the cable discharging currents cannot be limited by the
converter DC breakers (Fig. 14).
Slow line breakers in combination with the converter DC breakers operating in FCL mode and properly dimensioned inductors
can avoid converter blocking during DC faults. Without operating the converter DC breakers in FCL mode, all converters
are blocked for tbr = 20 ms. Among all cases with FCL operation, there is only one case (tbr = 20 ms, L = 30 mH) in which
converter 1 is blocked.
The dissipated energy in B13 is significantly reduced particularly for large tbr by operating the converter DC breakers in
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Conclusion

Two characteristics of the FCL operation of a hybrid DC
breaker are expected to have repercussion in a multivendor DC
grid protection environment. First, the fault current increases
to high values prior to limitation by FCL operation. Second,
the voltage at the breaker terminal varies in a step-wise manner due to inserting and bypassing submodules to limit the fault
current. The first characteristic implies that the FCL operation
is mostly beneficial when working together with slow breakers.
The second imposes design and control requirement in order to
mitigate the influence of the FCL operation on other parts of the
DC grid. A submodule design with smaller rated voltage, sufficiently large modulating frequency for energy balancing and
series inductor are preferable to mitigate the voltage transients
and current ripples.
Operating adjacent breakers at the same busbar and converter
DC breakers in the FCL mode are identified to be beneficial in
a fully selective strategy. Simulation results show that a low
performance breaker can operate together with adjacent breakers capable of FCL operation in a fully selective strategy. Low
performance type line breakers can operate jointly with converter breakers with FCL capability to achieve fully selective
protection. In addition, converter blocking can be avoided even
with breaker opening times in the order of 20 ms by the FCL
operation of the relevant breakers.
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